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Executive Summary 

#CELEBRATINGTOGETHERNESS 

The third edition of Pratishtha came with its own character. Some known
faces along with many more that added on, could be seen. The event was
organized on 28 July 2019 by the Youth Activation Committee –
NCR, this year headed by the Youth leaders Param Ahuja and Siddhant
Nath and supported by 60 Volunteers from Tagore International School
Vasant Vihar & East of Kailash, Apeejay Pitampura , Amity University UP
(NOIDA) and other colleges.

Hanuman Park, Chirag Delhi witnessed an approximate attendance of 1000 persons over a
period of 3 hours, among which 495 registered to play cricket, football, badminton, volleyball,
powerlifting, Kho-Kho and tug of war. Cricket, this year, fetched the maximum number of
registrations as against powerlifting that gravitated maximum numbers earlier during both the
years. . An additional Zumba session kept crowds of all ages tapping their feet for most of the
evening.



Registration tally
and Activities 

The event started at 4:30pm. The flow of the event was such that the participants had to
register themselves for the event. After that they had to register for the sports of their choice.

Once registered for a particular sport, the participants will play with our athletes. After an
inclusive experience, the winners were decorated with medals and everyone was directed to

write a feedback of the event. Guides covered the premises to ensure the essence of the
community outreach event was maintained as the Youth Leaders and Athlete Leaders interacted
with the public to spread the word about Intellectual Disability and Special Olympics movement.
The volunteers for Pratishtha explained all the participants the rules for Special Olympics based

games topping it off with the necessity of having a Unified Generation.

TOTAL AND SPORT REGISTRATION TALLY 

Pratishtha witnessed 495 registrations over the span of 2 hours this year. The sports
included Cricket, Volleyball, Bocce, Power Lifting. There were fun sports like Kho Kho

and Tug of War which attracted huge chunk of crowd. Some of the highlight of
activities were Zumba sesssion, Diya Painting and a Nukkad Naatak by the students of
Tagore International School, East of Kailash. An orientation session was conducted in

the school to orient students before performing with people with Intellectual
Disability.



Some pictures of
Unified  Sport events 
CRICKET 

Our Star Athlete Leader Shrey
Kadian was the umpire for all the
cricket matches. He coordinated

with the volunteers and
facilitated the game



Some pictures of
Unified  Sport events 
FOOTBALL 

TUG OF WAR

BOCCE 



Some pictures of
Unified  Sport events 
VOLLEYBALL 

POWERLIFTING 

Our dear Athlete Leader Siddhant
Nath headed the game of

Volleyball. The game went swiftly.
Siddhant invited a

Badminton/Volleyball coach to the
event. The coach conducts

Badminton classes which Siddhant
visits every weekend.  



Some pictures of
Unified  Fun events 
ZUMBA



Some pictures of
Unified  Fun events 
DIYA PAINTING 



NUKKAD NAATAK BY THE STUDENTS 
OF TAGORE INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL,
EAST OF KAILASH 

On 20th July 2019 an orientation was conducted in Tagore International
School East of Kailash. The session was facilitated by the YAC-NCR and
organized by the Youth Club members of Tagore International School,
Vasant Kunj led by Saburi Chopra. The students volunteered to conduct a
Street Play to sensitize the community about Intellectual Disability and
motivate them to eradicate the stigma regarding the same. The Street
Play was a huge success and attracted major chunks of the crowd at
Pratishtha. Ms. Puja Dewan, facilitated the Street Play 



A SUSTAINABLE BOND WITH ROBIN
HOOD ARMY 

The Robin Hood Army is a volunteer
based organisation that works to get
surplus food from restaurants to the
less fortunate sections of society in
cities across India and 12 other
countries. The organisation consists
of over 16,500 volunteers in 103
cities, and have served food to over
9.2 million people so far. Our
partnership with RHA has been very
forthcoming. RHA Noida provided
refreshments for our athletes at the
second edition of Pratishtha. This year
about 20 Robins from RHA South
Delhi provided refreshments to our
athletes as well as people who
attended the event. 

Yugank Kapila, Saurav Das,
Rachit Dhingra are the
nodal people who lead the
Robin Hood Army- Delhi.
Saurav Das was hands on
helping with Pratishtha 3.0
Robins came and
participated in the event
while mingling with athletes
apart from providing them
with refreshments. 



A BIG THANKS TO THE MLA SAURABH
BHARDWAJ AND LOCAL COUNCILLOR-
POOJA JHAKKAR

The public park robust with activity caught
the attention of the evening walkers and
also had the MLA Saurabh Bhardwaj and
local Councillor- Pooja Jhakkar address the
crowd. Mr Bhardwaj expressed his delight
on seeing the youth leading an initiative
spreading awareness of the Special
Olympics Athletes while Ms Pooja Jhakkar
encouraged and thanked them for being
part of this barrier free celebration. 
 
 

The MLA Mr. Saurabh Bhardwaj
were very keen to extend a
helping hand in the many
pratishthas to come in the future.
He appreciated the work of the
Team especially the athletes who
are making a unified generation. 



Meet the
Core Team

 

"From being a timid, lacklustre school kid to being
somewhat confident and aware of my leadership

capabilities, life hasn’t always been an easy
journey. After being closely involved with

Pratishtha 3.0, I  have realised that my true
strength lies in my assiduity, authenticity,

integrity and creativity to produce quality work" -
Param Ahuja, Head for Pratishtha 3.0 

Param Ahuja- Head for Pratishtha 3.0 

"Pratishtha was a great
experience for me. I was very
much involved in the event. I

had spotted the park and even
got a coach.  I was in the
planning team and was

managing the volleyball game. I
was surprised to see my dance
instructors who came and did

Zumba and I didn't expect them
to come" - Siddhant Nath, Core

Team member 

Siddhant Nath - Planning
Department Head 

Shrey Kadian- Marketing
Department Head 

"Shrey Kadian, an Athlete Leader with Special
Olympics Bharat facilitated the game of cricket. I

managed the time very wisely as I knew cricket
would attract many people. I memorized the rules
for Cricket played at Special Olympics so that the

athletes can play with the utmost comfort"



Meet the
Core Team

 

Aarushi Dwivedi - Logistics
Department 

Coordination and communication
are key elements for managing any
event, and Aarushi really played it
to her strengths with these. She
was very resourceful and quick

witted in keeping everyone on their
toes for Pratishtha.

Neha Sharma- Planning
Department 

Collegiality is a rare trait yet an essential
one, and Neha surely has that inbuilt. Her
partnership with Devanshi while working

at the registration desk was simply
excellent. Her inner drive makes her

extremely prolific at her work.

Aayush Gill- Marketing
Department 

He was truly the man behind the lens.
From the enchanting posters to the

intricately crafted social media posts
and flyers, he truly came in clutch with

his innovative thinking.

Devanshi Gupta - Planning
Department 

Management often gets tricky, but not
when you are an adept individual.

Devanshi’s true strength lies in her work,
moreover in her efficiency of delivering

quality work even under the most
stressful conditions.



Meet the
Core Team

 

Mohammad Kaif- Marketing
Department 

Tactics are better learnt than explained and
Kaif surely needs no help with that. His

tactful, clever marketing skills set an
example for everyone to learn. He made
sure to produce smart work that not just

delivered outstanding results in the form of
mass participation but also helped in

ensuring the guides were on the same
page. 

Shubham Chowdhary -
Logistics Department 

Managing an event can often get
exhausting but Shubham makes its

look all easy and effortless. His
passion and zeal was evidently

reflected in his work, which created
a positive work atmosphere on the

main day.

Simran Sahni- Sponsor
Department 

Simran has constantly helped the team
in managing Pratishtha. We were able
to rope in some amazing sponsors this

year. The Robin Hood Army, Fitness
Nation and Hope for Children with

Special Needs provided us with
Logistical Support 

Himanshu Pahwa - Logistics
Department 

Contacts come in real handy while
organising events. Himanshu was the

go-getter guy, always ecstatic to work
and help out. Thanks to him and his
comradeship skills, we were able to

connect to various people and
organisations. 

 



Meet our Star
Volunteers

 

“Pratishtha can be best described as a
revolution that starts at the grassroot

level. We not only saw huge numbers that
day, but also huge emotion! Of inclusion,
community, engagement and acceptance.

We saw smiles everywhere. As a volunteer,
Pratishtha enriched my planning and

leadership experiences. But as a human
being, it brought me joy and satisfaction to

an extent I had never thought possible!“

"I Namrita Chauhan want to share my
experience about pratishtha, It was my
first experience in pratishtha, and for

me it was very amazing experience with
special athlete. And pratishtha was

took a great initiative for inclusion, for
awareness, also a new and wonderful
platform for special athletes. Last but

not least Thank you so much for special
olympic Bharat"
Namrita Chauhan

Volunteer, Amity University 

Hrithik Sahni 
Volunteer
Netaji Subhas
Institute of
technology

My experience at Pratishtha
3.0 was wonderful. I was able

to interact with a lot of
people. I am obliged that I got

this opportunity to help
various athletes

It was worth working for.I really
enjoyed.The programme is really

helping to aware people about
unified generation and   building

opportunities for
themselves.Would love to serve

again.
Varnika agarwal

Institute of home economics,DU
BSc home science

“Pratishtha was a memorable,amazing, and
learning experience for me. It not only

helped me build good leadership qualities
but also taught me about teamwork and

management.I enjoyed a lot. I would love to
be it's part again and forever contribute for

the theme of inclusion.”

Navreet Kaur
GTBIT, IP University

BTech CS
3rd Year 

 

Shivam Verma is the Athlete
Partner of NYC member,
Mohammad Kaif. Shivam has a
very supporting family. He
himself attended Pratishtha as
well as got his brother, sister and
mother to witness the event.
Shivam is an emerging Athlete
Leader. He conducted a small
scale community outreach right
after Pratishtha 3 

Kalash Kaushal 
Rajdhani College, DU
BA English Hons.
 



Meet our Star
Volunteers

 

Lovelesh Sharma - Athletes from
Special Olympics Bharat

 

Lovelesh and his sister
getting ready for marketing

campaign - to the right. 
Marketing campaign - to the

left 

People with Intellectual Disability must be given
the opportunity, they must not be sidelined or

excluded. They must not underestimate their true
potential. They can achieve great heights, all they

need is to believe in themselves and a little
support, said Deepanshu Naath, an Athlete with
Special Olympics Bharat and a student of MBCN

school. 
Deepanshu addressed the Community right after

MLA of Chirag Delhi finished his speech.
Deepanshu's confidence was a inspiration for all the

athletes present there 

I was very effective in the work that the organisation is doing.The
SOB which is working for children is very much appreciated.In the

program pratishtha 3.0 of the SOB, I got to learn a lot by
volunteering and also made many new friends.I am very thankful to
the organization that they gave me this opportunity to work in this

programShubhankar Pathak 
Bachelor of Social Work
IGNOU

Pratishtha 3.0 , it's a pride event for
everyone who attended youth leaders

with or without ID play together , learn
together and enjoy together . This is

really a big opportunity for me to play
with Special Olympics Bharat  .

Thankyou Youth  Activation committee
to organise Pratishtha 3.0 . The core

team is very supportive to create
unified Special Olympics Bharat

Poster made by Shubhankar Pathak



Meet the Content
Creators
 

I was looking forward to learn graphic designing and
Pratishtha provided me a platform to do so. The time I
spent designing and handling Pratishtha's instagram

was all worth it. I even received good compliments
and appreciation which has motivated me to learn
graphic designing at a professional level. Kudos,

Pratishtha!

Vineeta Sagar-
Handled Pratishtha's
instagram page for

Pratishtha 3.0 
B.Tech in ECE

ADGITM, Indraprastha
University

"Contributing as a
content developer in
pratishtha 3.0 made
me feel like a part of

something bigger than
myself. Getting the

opportunity to work
for a cause that aims

to improve the lives of
so many people made

me feel like I
accomplished

something
worthwhile"

Harinder Singh Mashiana- Content writer for flyers and
social media posts for Pratishtha 3.0 

Btech- CS
GNDEC, Ludhiana

"The marketing team was one of the most fun loving team and at the same time
serious when it came to work. Everyone was determined to achieve a common

goal of making this event a success. The experience was fantastic collaborating
with different people and got to learn alot. All in all it was a unique and

memorable journey till the event."

Anshul Kaul 
Bennett University, greater

Noida 
BBA ( eco and fin)



Meet the Photography
and Videography Team 
 

Photography Team- 
Ashrit Satija 
Om Vashisht 
Adarsh Malhotra 
Soumya Dey 

Videography Team- 
Abhishek Goel 
Suryoday Singh Mann
Nandish Kapoor 

Kudos to our photography and videography team for clicking such amazing pictures. The as
beautifully captured! 



 
We had utmost pleasure and

joy in making the report .
Hoping to see you all next

year.
Param Ahuja
Shrey Kadian 
Simran Sahni

Siddhant Nath
Devanshi Gupta 

Neha Sharma
Mohammad  Kaif

Aayush Gill
Shubham Chowdhary

Aarushi Dwivedi
Himanshu Pahwa

Pratishtha 3.0

#CelebratingTogetherness


